
          14 BEACH ROAD,UNIT 8 BEACH MEWS,EASTBOURNE,BN22 7EX
TELEPHONE 07774 424386 / 07836732876

26/05/22

REF        Vehicle CCTV System Quotation  Eastbourne Taxi                  
                                    
Thank you for asking for quotations  for in vehicle CCTV 

Standard CCTV kit
1x sealed hard drive unit which is physically key locked and recording encrypted video
2x Cameras full colour day / Black & white in low light night
2x 128Gb UHSD cards storing video (removable only after unlocking the unit.)
1x GPS Antenna 
All Required Cables with physical screw connections to the cameras & unit

Current System Cost £376.00 inc vat
Installation Cost Standard Car £149.00 

S  tandard   CCTV   kit  
1x sealed hard drive unit which is physically key locked and recording encrypted video
3x Cameras full colour day / Black & white in low light night
2x 128Gb UHSD cards storing video (removable only after unlocking the unit.)
1x GPS Antenna 
All Required Cables with physical screw connections to the cameras & unit

Current System Cost £415.00 inc vat 
Installation Cost Standard Muti Seater*  £169.00

*Any Multi Seater Vehicle with full Partition or Custom Conversion may incur further 
installation costs as we charge by hourly workshop rates and these vehicles tend to require 
more time to install.

These kit prices do not include Costs for any extras work or parts ie:-
Audio panic Interface
Live View Screen in vehicle
Separate power switches in boot area etc

Annual maintenance
We would require further information as to the level of maintenance or inspection you require
and any associated administration or reporting and emailing to council licensing etc.
As an assumption we can only assume a standard 1hr workshop / admin rate of £45 per 
inspection and certification.
Similar in respect to current cost and time taken for an interim vehicle VST inspection.

CCTV Video Downloads   ( If we are to be Required to act as data processors )
All requests for any stored video download and decryption would be chargeable to the vehicle 
driver or owner of the system at the time of download regardless of why the stored video is 
required.
If video is required to be supplied on a portable storage USB device then this will need to be 
supplied to us at the time by the person or authority requesting the video.
It is possible to email video in some cases or upload to insurance or police evidence web 
portals avoiding the need for portable storage devices.
Download Charge £20.00 
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CCTV System Hire
We do not currently offer Hire on any Vehicle CCTV Or Taxi Equipment.
We have in the past trialed this on a small scale but the shrinkage rate and time to recover 
initial investment suggests that our position is not likely to change.
It is likely that any compulsory requirement for Taxi / Private Hire vehicles to install CCTV 
could increase the demand for the hire of CCTV equipment which would require a considerable 
investment, potentially tens of thousands of pounds. 
It is not considered the return on investment is worth while considering the time scale it would
take to become profitable if we hire it out.
That is without any loss of equipment which is inevitably going to be incurred to some degree.

As with any Quotation these prices are held for 30 days
All Prices are subject to change after this time given the country of origin of this equipment 
and the possibility of any changes in costs / shipping, import duties or tax.
Costs could also be affected by any changes in UK government current rates of Taxation and 
Vat.

I hope this helps, Please let me know if any further information is required

Regards

Steve Chambers

Autotex Ltd
Director
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